Visiting The Kingdom of Eswatini’s Big Game Parks can be done in a variety of ways, tailored to suit different interests and budgets. Safari Eswatini Holiday Packages are designed to promote the most comprehensive and holistic experience of each park, while giving different options.

**HLANE ROYAL NATIONAL PARK**
Closest town: Simunye

Set in the lowveld with big game, the two activities that epitomise Hlane are game drives and game walks focusing on wildlife and birding. The packages are designed to offer both of these, visiting different areas of Hlane and diversifying the experience. The game walks are limited to over 13 years of age, while game drives allow for 6 years and older in the endangered species areas and any age in the greater Hlane.

Different activity combinations are available should guests prefer, which may adjust the rate. Self-drive is possible in certain areas of Hlane.

Hlane’s accommodation includes self-catering and catered accommodation, and both are available for couples, families and small groups. Rates are based on per person sharing, with a much reduced third person sharing rate in the larger units. Child rates are available too. Therefore the average cost per person in group accommodation decreases with each additional person.

Guests may stay on self-catering or catered basis, with or without activities – all tailored to their budget. The restaurant happily caters for lunches and self-catering guests staying in Ndlovu Camp. The package excludes Conservation Fee and Lunch, Wild Card welcome.

**MLILWANE WILDLIFE SANCTUARY**
Closest town: Ezulwini

Hiking, Trail Running, Mountain Biking and Horse Trails with Chubeka Trails

Millilwane is a middleveld Sanctuary with incredibly diverse terrain including undulating plains, river valleys and Nyonyane Mountain. Guests are free to walk, cycle and run on the roads and designated trails – hence it is known as **Eswatini’s Outdoor Lover’s Paradise**! Self-drive is permissible. Guests may focus on one activity, or enjoy different activities each day. Guests are welcome to bring their own bikes at no additional charge.

Our packages have been created for those that enjoy self-guided activities, with exception of the horses which are always guided. The use of the trails is covered in the daily Conservation Fee, which is excluded in the packages. Millilwane is a member of the Wild Card programme and valid Wild Cards are welcome.

Millilwane offers couple, family and group accommodation, suitable for singles too, with rates based on per person sharing. Where applicable, we have much reduced third person sharing rates and child rates are available, making the average cost per person in group accommodation more affordable with each additional person.

Some units are equipped for self-catering (both couple and group options available) while others are not. The self-catering units, with exception of Aloe Cottage, are situated in the Rest Camp within walking distance of the restaurant and catered meals are always an option.

Millilwane is located in the Ezulwini Valley, allowing easy access to the many tourism hotspots in the area. The Malkerns craft circuit is an easy 20km drive, with Gone Rural, Baobab Batik and Swazi Candles being the highlights. Restaurants include Malandelas, Vickery Seedlings and Sambane Coffee Shoppe. The Ezulwini area offers numerous restaurants and shopping centres for groceries. Ngwenya Glass is a must-do destination near Ngwenya/Oshoek Border.

**CHUBEKA TRAILS ON MLILWANE WILDLIFE SANCTUARY**

Millilwane offers self-catering or catered accommodation for singles, couples, families and small groups. All horses riding is guided and departs from Rest Camp.

**The full 3-night itinerary quoted on the Special includes:**

| Day 1 | Arrival in the afternoon  
1 hr Sunset Ride  
Dinner, Bed and Breakfast (DBB) |
| Day 2 | DBB  
3 hr Horse Ride  
2 hr afternoon Horse Ride |
| Day 3 | DBB  
Rock of Execution Trail (4– 5 hrs, with a snack)  
Sunset Drive (2 hrs, with drinks & Snacks) |
| Day 4 | 2 hr Horse Ride  
Depart after breakfast |

This package is based at Camp in fixed accommodation. ChubekaTrails also offers 1, 2 and 3 night trails and Kamsholo Bushveld Safaris (2 hr drive) offers bushveld riding beneath the Lebombo Tree.

Beginners and experienced riders welcome; groups 2-10 riders, children from 6 years. Weight restriction 90kg. Conservation Fee and Lunch are excluded.

**REILLY’S ROCK HILLTOP LODGE**

Based on Millilwane Wildlife Sanctuary, Reilly’s Rock guests have access to all the dirt roads and designated trails for hiking, trail running and mountain biking (own bikes allowed at no additional fee). Self-drive is allowed and guided horses trails are available from the Rest Camp 3 km away.

The packages are based on DBB for **Reilly’s Rock Hilltop Lodge** while self-catering is available in **Down Gran’s Cottage**, a private retreat approximately 500m away from the main lodge.

Due to the sensitivity of the small antelope in the gardens, no children under 13 years are permitted in either facility.

**ALOE SELF CATERING GROUP COTTAGE**

Within Millilwaney, approx. 5 km from Rest Camp, this private facility has 9 en-suite twin-share rooms, large lounge, veranda and outdoor braai area. Fabulous for friends and family!

T&C’s Apply  
www.biggameparks.org  
Ph +268 - 2528 3943/4  
Reservations@biggameparks.org
KaMsholo Bushveld Safari packages are based in Tinsel Rest Camp, with the option of self-catering or catered accommodation. Rates are based on per person sharing, with most units accommodating up to 4 people. Much reduced third person sharing and child rates further reduces the average cost per person for families and friends. The restaurant is an easy 1.5km drive from the camp at the entrance to the reserve. All activities in KaMsholo are currently guided, with very minimal self-drive allowed for overnight guests. Mashu Hide overlooking a dam surrounded by mature Fever Trees, a swimming pool and communal braai and social areas provide ample space for R&R.

The full 3-night itinerary quoted on the Special includes:

Day 1  Arrival in the afternoon
      Dinner, Bed and Breakfast (DBB)
Day 2  DBB
      Sunrise Drive (2 hrs, with coffee and rusks/muffins)
      Afternoon Guided Walk (2,5 hrs)
Day 3  DBB
      Early Morning Guided Walk (2,5 hrs)
      Sunset Drive (2 hrs, with drinks & Snacks)
Day 4  Early Morning Guided Walk (1 hour)
      Depart after breakfast
Horse Riding is now available!
Activities may be adjusted with associated rate changes.

Visiting The Kingdom of Eswatini’s Big Game Parks can be done in a variety of ways, tailored to suit different interests and budgets. Safari Eswatini Holiday Packages are designed to promote the most comprehensive and holistic experience of each park, as well as give different options.

MKHAYA GAME RESERVE
Closest town: Siphofaneni / Big Bend

Mkhaya packages include 2-3 activities per day, usually an early morning walk to beat the heat, a lunch drive to Red Tiger Lodge (swimming pool available!) and n late afternoon game drive. All Mkhaya activities are guided and entry is at specific times. Guests are met by our guides at either 10h00 or 16h00 as arranged at the time of booking, and escorted into Mkhaya. This special is for a minimum of 2 nights stay, with 4 guests.

KAMSHOLO BUSHVELD SAFARIS
Closest town: Nsoko

KaMsholo Bushveld Safari packages are based in Tinsel Rest Camp, with the option of self-catering or catered accommodation. Rates are based on per person sharing, with most units accommodating up to 4 people. Much reduced third person sharing and child rates further reduces the average cost per person for families and friends. The restaurant is an easy 1.5km drive from the camp at the entrance to the reserve. All activities in KaMsholo are currently guided, with very minimal self-drive allowed for overnight guests. Mashu Hide overlooking a dam surrounded by mature Fever Trees, a swimming pool and communal braai and social areas provide ample space for R&R.

The full 3-night itinerary quoted on the Special includes:

Day 1  Arrival in the afternoon
      Dinner, Bed and Breakfast (DBB)
Day 2  DBB
      Sunrise Drive (2 hrs, with coffee and rusks/muffins)
      Afternoon Guided Walk (2,5 hrs)
Day 3  DBB
      Early Morning Guided Walk (2,5 hrs)
      Sunset Drive (2 hrs, with drinks & Snacks)
Day 4  Early Morning Guided Walk (1 hour)
      Depart after breakfast
Horse Riding is now available!
Activities may be adjusted with associated rate changes.

T&C’s Apply
Ph +268 - 2528 3943/4
www.biggameparks.org
reservations@biggameparks.org
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